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Preface

Q

My hope is that this brief biography will make Jonathan Edwards ac-
cessible to a wide variety of readers. Edwards is, by all accounts, one
of the most remarkable figures in American history. More broadly,
he is one of the most influential and respected Americans in the his-
tory of Christianity. Yet he is not as well known or understood as he
should be. Most people who know anything about him recall only
something about a school assignment of his sermon “Sinners in the
Hands of an Angry God,” which has left them with a stereotyped im-
pression at best. I hope that this book will provide the general
reader with a view that is more balanced at the same time it is enter-
taining, informative, and short.

The origins of this book help explain its character. In 2003 I pub-
lished Jonathan Edwards: A Life with Yale University Press on the oc-
casion of the three-hundredth anniversary of Edwards’s birth. Prior
to being asked to write that major biography, I had already told my
friends at Eerdmans that some day I would write a life of Edwards
for them. So with the cooperation of both publishers, I agreed that
after I wrote the more definitive biography for Yale, I would write
something shorter for Eerdmans. The happy outcome is that, hav-
ing already published a much longer, closely documented work, this
book could be kept brief without any scholarly apparatus. With the

ix
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exception of a few items noted in the acknowledgments, documen-
tation for whatever is said here can be found in the larger work. Nev-
ertheless, I need to emphasize that this book is not an abridgement
of Jonathan Edwards: A Life. Rather it is a fresh retelling in which I
have tried to include just what is most essential and most engaging.
A few things, especially the recurrent theme of Edwards and Frank-
lin, are new. My hope is that the result will appeal not only to the
general reader but also to church study groups and to students in
college courses in American history or American religious history.
In the retelling, I have tried to keep the interests of each of these au-
diences in mind.

x

preface
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chapter one

Edwards, Franklin, and Their Times

Q

At the beginning of October 1723 two remarkable young New En-
glanders, unknown to each other, dearly hoped to settle in the city of
New York. Had they both succeeded, the story of early America
would include dramatic accounts of close interactions and conflicts
between the two most renowned colonial-born figures of the era.
New York City, a town of less than ten thousand, might not have
been big enough for the both of them. As it turned out, the New York
hopes of both Benjamin Franklin and Jonathan Edwards were
quickly dashed, and the two probably never met.

Two Young Men in British America

Benjamin Franklin’s New York quest is part of a familiar tale. Not
quite eighteen, he broke his printer’s apprenticeship with his
brother James and secretly embarked on a sloop bound for New
York. After delays due to contrary winds, he eventually arrived at the
formerly Dutch seaport only to find that the sole printer in town,
William Bradford, needed no help. Bradford nonetheless suggested
that the young man try his luck in Philadelphia, where Bradford’s
son was a printer and looking for help. The rest is legendary.

1
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During the same weeks that Franklin was visiting New York, Jon-
athan Edwards, having spent the summer at his parents’ home in
East Windsor, Connecticut, was holding out a last hope to return to
the city where he had spent the previous fall and winter. Just turning
twenty on October 5, 1723, he had already served as an interim pas-
tor in that cosmopolitan town not far to the south. The young man’s
months in New York were among the sweetest in his memory, and
he had formed some deep personal attachments. He was hoping he
might be called back there as the regular pastor of the city’s Presby-
terian church. But the existence of such a position depended on first
healing a schism between the English and Scottish factions of
Presbyterians in the city. In October a delegation sent by Edwards’s
alma mater, Yale College, reported that the schism could not be
healed. There was no opening for Edwards. He would have to wait
four more years before finding a venue suited to his high personal
and spiritual ambitions.

Franklin and Edwards, although about as different in both tem-
perament and commitments as they could be, also had a lot in com-
mon. They were both products of the Calvinist culture of New En-
gland, and they both came of age in the eighteenth century, when it
was an open question as to how the ways of the old Puritan experi-
ment could survive in the self-confident modern world of the British
Empire and the Enlightenment. Franklin and Edwards responded
to this juxtaposition of eighteenth-century British modernity and
New England’s earlier Puritan heritage in almost opposite ways.
They represented two sides of the same coin in the emerging Ameri-
can culture during the era before the American Revolution. Each
grew to be one of the most influential figures in the British colonial
culture of the mid-1700s. Each is better understood if we keep in
mind that he lived in the same relatively small colonial world as the
other and dealt with many of the same issues.

In the case of Jonathan Edwards it is especially helpful to be re-
minded that his life paralleled that of the pre-revolutionary Franklin.

2
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Edwards died at age fifty-four in 1758, at a time when no one envi-
sioned the coming break with Great Britain. Franklin lived until
1790, so we remember him as a revolutionary. If he also had died in
his mid-fifties (and he did almost die while crossing the Atlantic in
1757), we would have a very different picture of him. He would still
be remembered as a great wit, as British America’s most famous sci-
entist and inventor, especially for his electrical experiments, as an
ingeniously practical civic leader, and as prophet of inter-colonial
unity. Yet he would also have been a figure always loyal to the British
Crown (he, in fact, did not give up that loyalty until the eve of the rev-
olution), and as a slave owner (until 1781), considerably less pro-
gressive in some of his social views than the Franklin we usually re-
member.

Edwards and Franklin, though opposite in temperament, were
both sons of pious New England Calvinist families at a time when
their heritage faced a severe crisis. Each was precocious and, grow-
ing up in an era when print dominated the media, each read every-
thing he could get his hands on. Each as an extraordinarily curious
boy delved into the mysteries and rigors of the theological volumes
in his father’s library. In their teens each admired the witty writings
of England’s Spectator, edited by Addison and Steele. Each soon re-
alized that the Calvinist theology that dominated New England’s in-
tellectual life was sadly out of date according to fashionable British
standards. Edwards and Franklin each spent a lifetime dealing with
the clash of these two worlds. Each worked vigorously to use what he
saw as essential in his New England heritage to meet the challenges
of a rapidly changing modern age.

If we think of the Puritans as one of America’s first immigrant
communities, then the opposing reactions of Edwards and Franklin
to the dramatic transitions of their era becomes the prototype of a
classic American story. A community founded on faith as much as
on ethnicity divides within itself over how to adapt to the ways of a
new era. In later times we would say these conflicts were about
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